
Date:  Tue, 5 Jun 2012 12:02:20 -0700 [06/05/2012 03:02:20 PM EDT] 

From:  Veronica Work Email <vweber@embarcaderopublishing.com>  

To:  lynn@ieee.org <lynn@ieee.org>  

Subject:  Re: Request for permission to reprint photo from 1983 

This message was written in a character set (utf-8) other than your own. 

If it is not displayed correctly, click here to open it in a new window. 

Hi Lynn, yes I heard back from the editor, all is good. Feel free to use the photo for the article - 

Veronica  

 

Sent from my iPhone 

 

On Jun 5, 2012, at 9:10 AM, Lynn Conway <conway@umich.edu> wrote: 

Hi Veronica, 

 

Just checking in to see if you received my recent message (see below). 

 

I'd also appreciate it if you'd put me in contact with the person who'll be sending the permission 

letter/e-mail. 

 

Thanks! 

 

Lynn 

 

 

Ms. Lynn Conway 

Professor of Electrical Engineering and Computer Science, Emerita 

University of Michigan, Ann Arbor 

http://www.linkedin.com/in/lynnconway 

lynn@ieee.org 

517-879-9899 (c) 

 

 

----- Forwarded message from conway@umich.edu ----- 

    Date: Tue, 29 May 2012 14:15:32 -0400 

    From: Lynn Conway <conway@umich.edu> 

Reply-To: lynn@ieee.org 

Subject: Request for permission to reprint photo from 1983 

      To: vweber@paweekly.com 

 

Hi Veronica, 

 

I've appended below my earlier message to Jocelyn Dong, regarding  seeking permission to 

reprint a photo from the August 3, 1983 Palo  Alto Weekly in an upcoming article I'm writing 

for the IEEE Solid  State Circuits Magazine (a professional-society publication). 
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I've attached a scan of the cover of that issue, and also a scan of  the complete photo. And here's 

a link to the magazine website, so you  can see the type of publication it is: 

http://sscs.ieee.org/ieee-solid-state-circuits-magazine.html 

 

I'd appreciate it greatly if someone at the Weekly could provide me  with written permission to 

reprint that photo in my upcoming article  (an e-mail reply would be fine). I'll be sure to include 

a  photo-credit to the Palo Alto Weekly 

 

Many thanks for your help on this! 

 

Lynn 

 

Ms. Lynn Conway 

Professor of Electrical Engineering and Computer Science, Emerita 

University of Michigan, Ann Arbor 

http://www.linkedin.com/in/lynnconway 

lynn@ieee.org 

517-879-9899 (c) 

 

 

 

 

 

----- Forwarded message from conway@umich.edu ----- 

    Date: Tue, 27 Mar 2012 12:49:46 -0400 

    From: Lynn Conway <conway@umich.edu> 

Reply-To: lynn@ieee.org 

Subject: Attn: Jocelyn Dong: Request for permission to reprint photo   from 1983 

      To: editor@paweekly.com 

 

March 27, 2012 

 

Ms. Jocelyn Dong, Editor 

Palo Alto Weekly 

Palo Alto, California 

editor@paweekly.com 

 

Dear Jocelyn, 

 

I'?m writing to seek permission to include a photo that was published    in the August 3, 1983 

issue of the Palo Alto Weekly in a  career-memoir   article that I am writing for the IEEE Solid 

State  Circuits Magazine. 

 

The photo was taken by photographer Margaret Moulton. It shows me in    my office at the 

Xerox Palo Alto Research Center, and was used on the    front cover of that Weekly issue. I?'ve 
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attached copies of the photo    and the cover of that issue, for your convenience in identifying  

the   item. 

 

I'?ve already received permission from Margaret (mfmoulton@gmail.com)    to use the photo in 

the SSCM article, and I?'ll include a  photo-credit   for her when doing so. I?'d greatly 

appreciate it if  the Weekly  would  also provide permission to use the photo in that  article. I'?ll  

be  sure to also include a photo-credit for the Weekly. 

 

Many thanks for helping on this! 

 

All the best, 

 

Lynn 

 

Ms. Lynn Conway 

Professor of Electrical Engineering and Computer Science, Emerita 

University of Michigan, Ann Arbor 

http://www.linkedin.com/in/lynnconway 

lynn@ieee.org 

517-879-9899 (c) 

 

 

----- End forwarded message ----- 
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